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Introduction 

The general policy of Safety & occupational health that Regas company fallows 
gives the priority to avoid any harm to the persons as well as to avoid any 
accidents. 

 All the man power of Regas or anyone resembling the company are 
responsible of their safety and the safety of all humans buildings, and equipment 
around them. 

 And here are the safety instructions which should be sincerely applied in 
order to fulfill the maximum safety levels to all the workers, employees, 
contractors and to the communities in which the company is working. 

 The top management of the company has to inform all the man power these 
rules and instructions and to ensure giving the training on them and then to check 
they are applied. Top management has to review these instructions from time to 
time to check that they are being followed by everyone and this to reach the 
highest possible rates of work in a safe way. 

 It is important to know the following : 

 Never to do any work or job without making a risk assessment to the job and to 
take all the safety precautions suitable to the level of hazardness from that job. 

 All the workers should be trained to ensure they are capable of doing the work 
efficiently and safety. 

 Always use the P.P.E. suitable to the required job. 

 Before starting work in any job, there should be an emergency plan being put 
according to the different probable emergency scenarios . 

 Emergency plan should be always available and well known by everyone and 
that all the workers should be trained to apply it in case of being needed . 

 Every person is obliged to stop any unsafe work. 
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Domestic natural gas installations 

 

On site work : 

1. Scraps & unwanted materials should be put in special containers and get rid of it 

as quick as possible . 

2. Using or repairing equipment or machines should be done by the specified 

workers. 

3. Switch off electricity after finishing work on machines. 

4. Workers carrying or lifting heavy weights should pay attention and ask for help in 

case of overloads & try to use any lifting device as much as possible . 

5. Do not clean or wash equipment or machines with gasoline or any other quick 

flammable material, but if necessary use kerosene or solar and avoid clothes 

being wet by kerosene or solar. 

6. It is forbidden to store highly flammable materials in opened containers or in any 

other places not specified for this purpose. 

7. Working on screw machines : 

a) Avoid wearing rings, gloves, any hands accessories, large or tore clothes & 

use protective glasses . 

b) Check that all gears & belts are covered by safeguards before starting work. 

c) Fix  the work piece properly before fixing the screwing tool. 

d) Remove the wrench after fixing the work piece in the table. 

e) Do not ever try to calibrate the screwing tool or to touch the work piece 

during machine rotation. 

f) Do not leave any wrenches on the machine during rotation. 

g) Changing the chuck should be done manually. 

h) Remove the chip by the correct brush & not by hands. 
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8. Handy Tools : 

a) Inspect all the tools periodically & keep them always clean & in good 

condition . 

b) Unsafe tools should be excluded. 

c) Handy tools should not be thrown from one person to the other. 

d) Handy tools should be kept away from oils & grease to avoid slipping in 

workers’ hands. 

e) After cleaning the tools by the cleaning liquid, the worker has to wash his 

hands with water & soap. 

f) Do not carry tools or put in clothes’ pockets during moving upwards or 

downwards on a ladder. 

g) Avoid working (except if must) in areas in which handy tools are used in 

higher planes over the workers’ heads (use safety helmet). 

h) Tools with wooden hands should be rounded & free from breaks & scratches 

to be holded safely. 

i) Workers should use the P.P.E. 

 

External installations 

1. Before binding scaffolds be sure that there is no unisolated electrical connections 

and if it exists you must inform the costumer to be sure that these connections are 

safe or to shut the power off during the work  ( binding / unbinding scaffolds – 

external bindings ) 

2. Well supervision should be done on the scaffold & report any defect immediately. 

3. Use safety belt during working on scaffolds. 

4. Do not put any equipment, instruments or anything not in need on scaffold. 

5. Use scaffold stairs to move up & down and don't use the cross bars. 

6. Do not look down during going up or down. 

7. Use correct, suitable tools and to be in good condition. 
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8. Check for safe electrical connections for the used tools and  devices. 

9. Always keep working place clean & tidy after work. 

10. Wear appropriate P.P.E to protect you from injury (helmet – gloves – safety shoes 

– safety belt – overall ) 

 

Internal installations 

2. Don't use unfixed , unstable ladder or a ladder without rubber fixures and be sure 

that the ladder is on a flat floor . 

3. Don't make any elongation with your body when you are on the ladder but move 

the ladder to the required place . 

4. Be sure that the hand tools are in good conditions and use only the appropriate 

tools with the correct method . 

5. Connect the drills to the power with the right method and be sure that the electrical 

connections and plugs are well to be used . 

6. Before drilling in walls be sure of the electrical wires places to avoid cutting these 

wire in walls. 

7. Wear appropriate P.P.E to protect you from injury ( gloves – safety shoes – 

goggles – overall ) 
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scaffolds works 

 Check the suitability of the ground in the place for the scaffolds to be installed. 

 Install scaffolds 30 cm away from the pipe location. 

 Check all parts of the scaffold & remove any defected parts. 

 Be sure of installing all cross bars, standing bars and that all the safety locking benz are in 

good condition. 

 Make the scaffold away from electric cables & ducts by an adequate distance. 

 Combine the scaffolds with the building every 3 floors by using clamps . 

 Be sure of fitting the stairs & standing bars with a minimum of 2 on each floor. 

 Put one safety floor on the last working floor. 

 Don’t ever throw any of the scaffolds components during installing or reinstalling. 

 Work should be immediately stopped in case of heavy wind or rain or any emergency case 

at the work site. 

 Don’t move scaffold from any place to another except after reinstalling & installing at the 

new place. 

 All components of the scaffold should be well locked & secured during transportation on 

vehicles & without any exceeding edges on the vehicle. 

 Work should be done under the supervision of the qualified supervisor or anyone qualified 

replacing him. 

 All workers should use P.P.E (helmet – safety belt – safety shoes – gloves – overall suit).  

 

bracket installations 

 Check the suitability of the ground inside the customer’s apartment. 

 Check all parts of the bracket & remove any defected parts. 

 Check installing 2 clamps and 2 standing bars. 
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working on scaffolds 

 

 Well supervision should be done on the scaffold & report any defect immediately. 

 Daily supervision in case of working on the scaffold for more than one day. 

 Use safety belt during working on scaffolds. 

 Do not put any equipment, instruments or anything not in need on scaffold. 

 Use scaffold stairs to move up & down and not the cross bars. 

 Do not look down during going up or down. 

 Use correct, suitable tools and to be in good condition. 

 Do not make extensions to increase stillson lengths. 

 Check for safe electrical connections for the used tools and  devices. 

 Do not remove chip during working with screwing machines. 

 Remove chip using suitable brushes & not by hands. 

 Always keep working place neat & tidy after work. 

 Work should be immediately stopped in case of heavy wind or rain or any emergency case 

at the work site. 

 Wear appropriate P.P.E to protect you from injury (helmet – gloves – safety shoes – safety 

belt). 
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using ladders 

 Check the rubber fixtures and pay attention . 

 Ladder stairs should be free from grease or oil. 

 Continuous inspection of the ladders to ensure absence of any defects. 

 Inspecting the ladder in case of falling down to be sure there are no defects in the standing 

bars. 

 Ladders on vehicles should be fixed in a way to minimize impacts & friction during 

transportation. 

 Ladders should be stored in a well ventilated place & away from any radioactive source or 

any high temperature source like ovens or steam pipes or boilers. 

 In case of horizontal storage of ladders put suitable supports to prevent collapsing or falling 

. 

 Well fixation of the ladder to prevent any slipping . 

 Avoid leaving ladders in front of doors or windows. 

 Use suitable barriers around ladder in case of using it in isles or vehicles ways. 

 Do not put ladders over any unstable bases to obtain extra height. 

 Do not ever assemble short ladders to obtain a long one. 

 Carefully move ladders in places with electric circuits. 

 Always look in front of you during moving up or down on ladders (face faces the ladder). 

 Hands should be free during moving up or down on ladders and in case of using any tools 

or equipment use ropes to get it up or down. 

 Shoes should be free from any grease or oil or any slipping substances during using 

ladders. 

 Avoid using the upper stairs of the ladder as an ordinary stair. 
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 Carefully adjust & lock the extended ladders before usage and do not try to adjust it during 

work and try to make the distance between the ladder & its mounting wall ¼ the required 

height from the ladder. 

 Use the ladder stairs for its purposes & not as supports. 

 In case of using the long ladder, somebody should be standing at the bottom of the ladder 

while the technician is working at the top. 
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flue works 

 flue should be installed by using (scaffold – bracket – ladder) or by any other secured way 

determined by the supervisor. 

 Be sure of the safety (scaffold – bracket – ladder) before using it & report any defect 

immediately. 

 Use correct, suitable tools & to be in a good condition. 

 Check the drill & its electrical connections. 

 Be sure the chimney opening is away from electric cables inside the apartment. 

 Be sure the chimney opening is away from drainage & water pipes outside the apartment . 

 Keep the place neat & tidy after work. 

 Be sure of the fisher fixation from the upper floor to the chimney. 

 Work should be immediately stopped in case of heavy wind or rain or any emergency case 

at the work site. 

 Wear appropriate P.P.E. to protect you from injury (helmet – gloves – safety shoes – safety 

belts – dust glasses – overall suit). 
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Purging with natural gas for domestic 

 
1- Prepare and check the required materials and tools and inform the foreman if you have any 
tools that have defects . 
 
2- Be sure there is a fire extinguisher with every work group and inspected daily ( body, gauge 
…etc ) and inform safety department for any remarks . 
 
3- An inspection for external installations must be done to be sure there is no defects and all 
installations are safe & in good condition . 
 
4- Make a pressure test for external installations by mercury gauge at a pressure equal to 1.5 
times of  working pressure ( 150 mbar at least ) and take reading after 5 minutes in a stable 
temperature conditions , then observe that the pressure still steady for another 5 minutes at 
least . 
 
5- After success of pressure test , an inspection for all internal installations to be sure of it's 
physical conditions & it's conformance to the technical specification  and continue any works in 
flat ( main valves installations – cement work – painting pipes ) . 
 
6- In case of installing main valve in any flat , make a pressure test once more for all external 
installations to be sure there is no leakage . 
 
7- After success of the second pressure test , start the first stage of purging external 
installations with natural gas and be sure that there is no ignition source at the place . 
 
8- Open the ground line valve to confirm the existence of natural gas in the natural gas line and 
measure it's percentage by gas measuring device , then close valve tightly . 
 
9- Connect the natural gas line with the external installations while the valve is closed then open 
the valve and test the connections for leakage . 
 
10- At the second stage of purging , go up stairs at the top of the building to observe any 
impurities in pipes while purging the air from pipes with natural gas , before this stage be sure 
that the work place is naturally ventilated and don't use any electrical ventilation equipment also 
be sure there is no ignition source in work place . 
 
11- Close the main valve and bind the cap linear , test it with soap while valve is opened then 
close valve tightly and ventilate the work place for 10 minutes . 
 
12- Wear appropriate P.P.E to protect you from injury ( safety shoes – overall – gloves ) 
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Conversion works 
 
1- Review all internal installations and be sure of it's conformance to technical specifications 
also be sure that chimney and vents are installed for water heater if exists and be sure that 
chimney and vent are typical to it's standard and the external part of chimney is installed . 
 
2- Test the internal , external pipes and electrical appliances for electrical shortage . 
 
3- Test the cookers for working with thermostat, also oven door is closing tightly or any another 
defects to inform the costumer to fix it before conversion . 
 
4- Test operation of water heater by water & LPG and test chimney ability to release exhaust , 
also safety devices in heater must be tested . 
 
5- Be sure that the place is naturally well ventilated before conversion and never use any 
electrical device for ventilation and has no ignition source at the work place . 
 
6- Test leakage by pressure water gauge ( U-gauge ) over 20 mbar and under 20 mbar . 
 
7- Close LPG cylinders tightly , uninstall cylinders from cookers and move it to another place 
from work place . 
 
8- Conversion is done to appliances according to followed procedure for each type of 
appliances , after conversion you must test leakage one more time to be sure of all connections 
and appliances , also be sure there is no electrical shortage after connecting electrical 
appliances with current . 
 
9- Test the appliances for working with natural gas and hand over the appliances to costumer in 
very good conditions , also inform the costumer how to use the appliances safely and what he 
can do in case of leakage or emergencies . 
 
10- Wear appropriate P.P.E to protect you from injury ( safety shoes – gloves – overall ) . 
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Painting works (paints – Solvents – Removals) 

 

 Store in a separate place away from any chemical or oxidized substances . 

 The store should be dry & well ventilated & the thinner should be keep away from any 

thermal source or the direct sun light . 

 Material should be treated as any flammable material in a way that smoking or presence of 

any flame source is forbidden. 

 In case of using electrical equipment in storage or transportation, they should be fulfilling 

the technical specifications in dealing with flammable materials. 

 Materials should be kept in packages originally of the same material you are going to 

keep. 

 Do not use any unsafe method to get the chemical out of the package. 

 Do not eat or drink in place of chemical handling. 

 Keep away from any source of heat, spark or open flame during working with chemical. 

         -   In case of injury due to dealing with chemicals: 

 - Respiratory system cases : 

 Patient should be taken to a well ventilated place. 

 In case respiratory system stops start making artificial respiration. 

 In case of unconsciousness, contact the doctor for consultancy. 

 - Skin injury cases  : 

 Take off clothes contaminated with chemicals. 

 Wash the skin with soap & water. 

 Contact doctor in case of injury continuity. 
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 - Eye injury cases  : 

 Take off medical contact lenses if found. 

 Wash the eyes with clean water for ten minutes. 

 Contact doctor in case of non-improvement. 
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Using Handy Tools 

 Inspect all the tools periodically & keep them always clean & in good condition . 

 Unsafe tools should be excluded. 

 Handy tools should not be thrown from one person to the other. 

 Handy tools should be kept away from oils & grease to avoid slipping in workers’ hands. 

 After cleaning the tools by the cleaning liquid, the worker has to wash his hands with water 

& soap. 

 Do not carry tools or put in clothes’ pockets during moving upwards or downwards on a 

ladder. 

 Avoid working (except if must) in areas in which handy tools are used in higher planes 

over the workers’ heads. 

 Tools with wooden hands should be rounded & free from breaks & scratches & to be held 

safely. 

 Workers should use the P.P.E. 
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excavation & distribution works 

 Supplying &  Wearing P.P.E for all workers. 

 Supplying all necessary equipment for securing the site (lamps – warning marks – traffic 

cones – warning tapes …..etc) 

 Co-ordination with traffic to secure working area 

 Check the ground type (Sandy, muddy, rocky) before starting work. 

 Use the appropriate equipment to the ground type. 

 In case the depth of the excavation exceeds 6 feet, the following should be followed: 

- Put wooden supports at excavation sides or incline the excavation with an angle not 

exceeding 30º. 

- Remove the excavation products continuously to the appropriate places. 

- Excavation products should be put at least 1m away from the trench. 

- Supervisors should not stand very close to the trench sides. 

- All the company vehicles & equipment should always be opposite to the wind direction & 

in the exit direction. 

- Trench should be supported by wooden or steel supports to avoid excavation collapse 

due to violations in case of being beside roads for heavy trucks or railways. 

- Excavation should be surrounded by lighting lamps & warning marks specially at any 

road inclinations or deep turns. 

- In case of any probable hazards to any building excavation should be stopped & 

forbidden. 

- Wearing phosphoric jackets in case of night works. 

- During backfilling be sure there are no individuals or equipment inside. 

- be sure that the backfilling is clean sand free from stones or any sharp edged  solids. 

- Put marker tapes after backfilling & replace any damaged tape at the same place . 

- Don’t shift any cable inside except under supervision of the responsible utility . 
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Working on roads / open areas 

 

1- put warning signs and signals along sides of the excavation for protection of workers , 

people , and vehicles . 

2- put all traffic signs required for the job . 

3- in case of night working , you must put all warning flashers & phosphorescence signs 

. 

4- you must put all required bridges for vehicles in case of excavation is crossed with the 

road . 

5- put the needed human brides specially beside schools and hospitals 

6- put all the required barriers and signs around the excavation if it is in open area . 

7- all warning signs and signals must put in places that are clear for the public and traffic 

. 
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 polyethylene pipes transportation 

 
 The protective packaging and aids to handling, such as pallets and securing straps as 

supplied should be kept intact. 

 Vehicles should have a flat bed free from nails or other projections which might cause 
damage to pipe or fittings by abrasion. 

 Care should be taken to avoid positioning pipes and fittings near, or adjacent to exhaust 
systems and other heat sources. Other materials should not be placed on top of pipes and 
fittings. 

 Only non-metallic ropes or wide band webbing should be used to secure loads. Chains 
must not be used. 

 Polyethylene pipes have a smooth surface and become slippery in wet and frosty weather. 
Particular attention should be given to the effective securing of loads under these 
conditions. 

 Bulk supplies of individual coils should preferably be transported in caged vehicles with 
rope netting to ensure that the load is secure. 

 Straight pipes should be fully supported and pound together and pipes must not rest on the 
sockets of couplered pipes. 

 Care should be taken to avoid contamination of, and damage to, pipes and fitting when 
delivered to site with other materials. 

 Where 'pup' fittings for butt fusion are transported, the weight of the fittings should not be 
transferred to any of the joints.  
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polyethylene pipes Handling 
 
Handling coiled pipes:   
 
 Coils of pipe either strapped or on pallets are easily handled by forklift truck. 

 Where individual coils are too heavy for manual lifting, either nylon belt type slings or a 
forklift truck with suitably protected boom attachments should be used. They should not be 
rolled off the edge of loading platforms or trailers. 

 Complete coils are secured by outer and intermediate bands and individual layers are also 
independently secured. These should not be removed until the pipe is required for actual 
use. The band securing the outer end of the pipe should be removed first and the movement 
of the free end carefully controlled. This should be followed by those securing successive 
layers, and only those bands necessary to release the length of pipe immediately required 
should be cut and removed. After sufficient pipe has been cut from the coil, the protective 
end cap must be replaced on the remainder. 

 Assistance may be required when removing bands from the larger sized coils and care 
should be taken not to damage the pipe during their removal. 

 Uncoiling should not be done in such a way that the pipe leaves the coil in spiral form as it 
can then be extremely difficult to straighten without damage by excess bending. In addition, 
a potentially dangerous condition is created unnecessarily. 

 

Handling of bundled pipes:  
 
 When lifting by crane, non-metallic wide band slings or ropes should be used, and for pipe 

lengths greater than 6m, load spreading beams of a length at least equivalent to one quarter 
of the length of the pipe or bundle-pack . Chains or hooks should not be used. Care should 
be taken to avoid damage to pipes and pipe ends during lifting, particularly those pipes with 
couplers. 

 Some bending should be allowed for in the middle of the lift when loading and unloading 
pipes, and because of this, the lifting points should always be as far apart as possible. 

 Standard bundle-packs 6 meters long may be handled by forklift truck and due allowance 
made for the flexible nature of the pipes in the positioning of the forks and the raising of the 
load. 

 Bundle-packs greater than 6 meters long should be handled by a loader or by a crane using 
a spreader beam and suitable slings. Individual pipes may be handled in the same way. Off-
loading on site may be made easier by using skid timbers and rope slings. 

    

Handling of fittings: 
 
 Hooks should not be used to lift fittings, which are generally supplied in card board boxes or 

polyethylene bags. 

 Special care should be taken in the handling of 'pup' fittings for butt fusion, to ensure that the 
weight of the fittings is not transferred to the fabricated joint. 
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Purging 
 
 
The inert gas used in purging media must have the following characteristics: 

a) Inflammable. 

b) Not support combustion 

c) Contain less than 2% oxygen. 
Inert gases most commonly used for purging are Carbon Dioxide, nitrogen, or mixtures of the 
two . 
Notes must be considered in purging operation: 

 Using blank behind valve to isolate the part of the pipeline which will be purged from the 
part that will be in service . 

 The inert gas must be adequate and efficient . 

 Devoid of purge gas from moisture or other constituents which might contaminate the 
material protected. 

 The vapours from enclosures being shall be vented to a safe point outside of enclosures 
and away from ignition sources. 

 After the completion of purging operation and the procedure of work which had been 
prepared and reaching to the end point, a test must be done to the air around the place 
of purging to ensure that there is no gases or condensate or leakage or any 
circumstances can lead to any chemical reaction can form combustible substances or 
self ignition. 

Vent Pipes 
These pipes used to vent the gases present in the equipment to a point at which a dilution for 
these  gases without any harm for the labors. 
Therefore, it is advised that the lowest height for this joinings is 3m from the surface of the earth 
or from the nearest platform, also, the size of the vents is an important factor in identifying the 
speed of gas vented, and for safety the speed of the gas out from these vents at least ( 3- 4m/s 
) and to consider that the total of area of the vent points is less than the points entering purging 
media. 
Ignition sources: 
Ignition sources must be removed from the area near the purging operations and it may control 
the ignition sources which is open  flame, electric spark and hot surfaces and welding 
operations....etc. but the static electricity is an ignition sources which can not be controlled. So, 
the pipeline should be earthed. 
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Internal combustion Engines 

 

 Put protective barriers around machines. 

 Check the condition of the machine & absence of any oil or fuel leakage. 

 Check that all gauges & meters of technical data are all working. 

 Check the safety of all electrical connections & that all connections are earthed. 

 Changing or adding fuel or oil takes place after stopping the machine. 

 It is forbidden for unspecialized persons to deal with machines in any repairs, fixation or 

starting up or shutting down of the machines. 

 Check the presence of fire extinguisher beside or near the machine. 

 Specialized persons dealing with machines should be trained to use the fire fighting 

system. 
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welding 

1- Avoid welding or flame cutting in any area, rooms or stores containing any 

flammable materials. 

2- Distance between cylinders of gases used for welding or flame cutting places 

should be 5 meters or more. 

3- Vertical cylinders should be fixed by chains or belts to prevent falling down. 

4- Repairing of regulators defects & cylinder valves should be done by the 

specialized persons of the company only. 

5- Used hoses should be at least 5 meters long & should be installed by clipses 

so that it would be fixed properly. 

6- Hoses should be stored properly to avoid knotting or ignition from near heat 

sources . 

7- Defected hoses should be changed immediately by proper ones. 

8- Check the correct working  pressure of the flame hose. 

9- Welder should not lift hoses on his shoulder during welding so that his 

clothes don’t absorb oxygen or any gases from leakage locations & catch fire. 

10- Welder should not keep matches in his pockets. 

11- Leave adequate distance (not less than 15 meters) around welding location 

free from any papers, clothes, litters or any empty or full gas cylinders. 

12- Welder should use welding mask with special glasses to protect his eyes from 

ultra violet rays. 

13- It is forbidden for any vehicles or cranes or any heavy equipment to pass over 

gas hoses or electric cables . 

14- Avoid welding or cutting in barrels, tanks or gas cylinders with unknown 

contents . 

15- On welding or cutting pipes or tanks containing any flammable contents, it 

should be emptied from these contents & consulting the concerned persons 

before starting welding or cutting. 
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16- On welding or cutting in boiler areas, gas shut down should be done & check 

absence of leakage before starting work. 

17- On working in closed workshops on a table or a vice, do not flame hose 

beside the work piece to avoid catching fire . 

18- Welder clothes & gloves should be completely free from any grease, oils, 

benzene or kerosene or any flammable materials or fluids . 

19- Inform the safety persons & check work place if it is outside the workshop, in 

this case a work permit could be done also. 

Electric Arc Welding : 

 Perform steps 1, 12, 13, 14 & 19 

 Check the electric cable from any cuts or uninsulated parts, also check the plug. 

 Welding hose should be insulated properly, and during stop or rest periods it 

should be left on an insulated holder so that it will not touch the work piece. 

 Stop welding during raining. 

 If working at high places & at stop or rest periods, welding hose should not be 

thrown down except after switching off electricity. 

 Periodically, pass by welding or cutting location after work finishes. 
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dling of Air Storing & Han 
Cylinders & compressed Gases 

 

 

 Check the cylinders before storage that they are safe & valve & regulator 

covers are in place & reject any cylinder without any cover. Do a periodic 

check for the cylinders in the store. 

 Be careful during handling or transporting compressed gas cylinders to prevent 

them from falling down or from collision with each other or from any 

mechanical impacts. 

 Avoid exposing the cylinders to heat or to direct sun light. 

 Compressed gas cylinders should be stored vertically (valves upwards) & to be 

tied properly in order not to fall. 

 Store gas cylinders separately according to type of gas & specially butane, 

hydrogen & acetylene . 

 Do not ever store oxygen cylinders with butane cylinders or any other 

flammable material. 

 Empty cylinders should be separated from full ones with a label showing that it 

is empty but to be treated as the full ones. 

 Do not oil or grease valves of compressed oxygen , acetylene or hydrogen 

cylinders as well as not to touch it with contaminated oily or greasy hands or 

gloves. 

 Always put a label on each cylinder indicating type of gas inside & whether it is 

inert or flammable . 

 Do not use wires or ropes to lift cylinders by cranes but use the suitable & 

correct lifting method. 
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acetylene cylinders –Fire or leakage in oxy  

 

 _ Fire in gas hose : 

    *   close cylinder valve or regulator or squeeze the hose after 

folding till closing the cylinder .                                

 _ fire in regulator :  

     *  fight the fire with water or dry chemical powder  

     *  close the cylinder valve           

 _ leakage from cylinder valve : 

     *  close cylinder valve : 

      *  put valve cover &tight it close 

     *  put the cylinder in a well ventilated area and far from any heat 

source .  

     *  inform your direct supervisor to send the cylinder to factory or 

supplier                        
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hazardous Works 
 

1- Definitions : 

A- hazardous works : 

 All works dealing with Live Gas. 

 Untraditional works taking place at heights exceeding 6 feet 

(2 meters). 

 Works taking place at high pressure gas. 

 Excavation works exceeding 6 feet (2 meters). 

 Lifting & loading works near Gas or Electricity. 

 High & medium pressure electrical works. 

B- Work Permits : 

Permition given to the constructional party before starting work should include: 

 Job description. 

 Concerned parties signatures to secure (Insulation – switching off electricity & 

determining electric cable paths – detecting gas concentration percentage – securing 

works from fire – Safety precautions). 

 Starting & finishing work signatures. 

C- Risk assessment : 

Study performed by all concerned parties according to a specific form to control work 

hazards  & methods to face it & to decrease its effects in case of happening . 

2- What to be done before starting Work : 

 Performing & certifying work procedure. 

 Informing all concerned parties & to determine time & duration of job. 
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 Performing a meeting before starting job to explain work & to perform risk assessment 

& work permit for job & to get signatures concerned to the job and to sign it from the 

specified manager of the job. 

3- What to be done during work : 

 Do all works mentioned in work permit. 

 Do not do any work not mentioned in work permit. 

 Refer to the responsible party who performed the work procedure to take opinion or 

any modifications in case of any difference in the point of views. 

 Work permit is invalid & work stops immediately in case any accident occurs . 

 Work stops at  any severe climate conditions (Floods – heavy wind – lightning & 

Thunder strikes ) if it threatens  the safety of work & workers. 

 If work extends more than 1 shift it should be stated in the work permit & signed from 

the responsible person for construction. 

4- What to be done after finishing work : 

 Returning everything back as it was before starting work. 

 Be sure of getting rid of all wastes away from site. 

 Be sure of storing all the tools & equipment used in work in a safe, correct & clean 

way. 

 Returning work permit to the issuing authority after signing that work has finished 

stating date & time of finishing work. 
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Work permit 

 
 

 

What is work permits ? 

Work permit is not just a permit to do dangerous works, it's essential part of the system 

which identify how can the job is done safely . 

Work permit is a document which gives the right for worker to do his job , taking into 

account all risks, precautions, equipments that are exist, and how to do his job safely . 

The getting of work permit doesn't also mean the process is safe, it must mention that well 

trained personnel are controlling all hazards by means of control measures and precautions 

. 

The work permit is based on written procedure used to control special types of works that 

have potential hazards and it is a communication method between sites, workers, 

supervisors, and management . 

 

Instructions for the permit issuance : 

General : 

a- specify the responsibilities of supervision personnel for every process and 

precautions to take into account . 

b- there must be a clear instructions and training for using and issuance of work 

permits . 

c- the system of work permit must be followed up . 

 

* the following points have to be clear stated in permits :  

1- specify the department or sector responsible for the job, type of job, and location of the 

job . 

 2- specify type and nature of job to all related personnel with clarification of all related 

hazards . 

3- illustration of all control measures required to protect from possible hazards and risks . 

4- be sure that worker is qualified for the job also be sure that a continuous supervision is 

applied and all precautions are reviewed by qualified person . 

5- illustration of various work procedures on site and temporary work stopping procedures 

. 

6- illustration of the followed procedures for elongation of working periods more than one 

shift , also be sure that all procedures that guarantee that the job is safe are fully illustrated 

. 
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Permit preparation : 

 

1- it's very important that all activities related to the job to be taken into account to 

avoid any risks obtained from the job , that is done by one who is responsible for the 

job ( site manager ) who monitor the issuance of permits till job is finished . 

also it's important in some cases to participate more than one in the responsibility , 

each in his field and site manager has the all authority for supervision for all 

responsible personnel . 

        

2- the permit requires a good planning from all related personnel where they must be 

informed about the work places that may be affected by the work and taking all 

precautions to avoid any effect could be happened to any of work activities also 

giving the time required to identify all risks, control measures, and preparation of 

site for work, the supposed technical method to achieve that is the procedure of : " 

job hazard analysis " . 

 

3- the most important stage of permit issuance is the risk assessment which done by 

permit maker with work supervisor also may be other specialists participate in the 

risk assessment , the following have to be done at the assessment : 

a- get the detailed information about the process to be done from supervisor 

with taking into account all alternatives which can achieve the work safely , 

like timing, method of work , …. Etc. 

b- taking into account all risks that may arise from handling materials and 

working by equipments . 

c- evaluation of difficulties and expected effects on working environment also 

expected hazards that affect the work . 

 

* types of works :  

    types of works include works such as maintenance, repairing, inspection, testing, 

construction, re-construction, machines disassembly, modification and cleaning . 

 

* Activities interference : 

   the main aim is to verify that no hazardous interference between activities that may 

contain risks for people or equipments . 

 

* Permit validity : 

   It is important to specify the validity of work permit to the work permit system under 

control also it's favorable to eliminate permit at the end of the working shift and issue 

anew one if the job is continued for more than one shift . 
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* Isolation : 

   It's an essential part of safely working system , also each company makes it's own 

isolation procedures based on working activities and associated risks . 

 

* Precautions : 

    you must know the nature and type of job for defining the required precautions which 

will be wrote and reviewed in it's form and each supervisor must be sure that all 

precautions are implemented . 

 

* Gas test :  

    A test for gas leakage must be done on sites which contain flammable or toxic gases or 

expected decreasing / increasing of oxygen . 

The results of the test must be recorded in the permit . 

 

* Approval ( signature ) : 

   the number of work permit approval personnel are specified according to nature and type 

of work and permit, as a minimum requirement the permit issuance person and the work 

supervisor must sign on the permit and any other person who participated in the permit 

issuance and if the responsibility is changed to other personnel he must sign on the permit 

. 

 

* Process : 

 

   - permit using : 

the permit must be communicated to all related parties or personnel and copies of permit 

must sent to these related parties . 

 

- Permit validity :  

   the permit issue personnel must re-evaluate the conditions of work that he issued for the 

permit at the first time and be sure that conditions are not changed – ( it's common that this 

evaluation is done at the end of each work shift ) . 

 

- Changing shifts :  

   the points of changing shifts are considered to be very critical for work permit and any 

fault of information transfer is a reason for many accidents . 

also information transfer methods are :  

a- work permit logbook . 

b- files of permits . 

c- signs and information boards . 

d- computer screen . 
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- Emergency procedures : 

   the permit must contain the followed procedures in case of emergencies like limitations 

of some activities, …etc. and re-evaluate the job which the permit is issued for , to ensure 

that conditions are not changed by existing emergency . 

 

- Permit monitoring : 

   the monitoring mustn't be stopped to ensure all the conditions are not changed along 

with the process progress . 

 

- Finishing job in permit :  

   when the job is finished , the permit copies are collected and sent back to the issuance 

parties which will sign on the permit with the supervisor stating that the job is finished , 

also other related parties are informed . 

 

- Site inspection :   

   the permit parties representative must make a site inspection after the job to ensure that 

it's leaved in good conditions . 

 

- Coming back to operation mode : 

   there must be some procedures for equipment to come back to operating mode like : 

a- the work on machines is finished . 

b- the facilities and equipments are leaved in safe and good conditions . 

c- all isolation and outreaches procedures are terminated . 

d- the responsible personnel must accept officially the existing conditions of the 

facility and equipments . 

 

- Records : 

   the permits must recorded in a specified logbook . 
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dealing with  Gas pipelines 

- At commissioning a gas pipeline there should be precautions taken for safety & fire fighting & to 

protect these lines from corrosion, misoperation & wrongs from others. Also there should be an 

emergency plan to be applied in case of any emergency. 

1- Pipeline Inspection : 
Periodic inspection on pipelines using leakage equipment at steady intervals according to written 

& fixed regulations & programs including work procedures & reports declaring any changes along the 

pipeline with a width of 6m along on each side. Reports should include: 

- Pipeline cathodic protection. 

- Excavation works & equipment used in it. 

- Construction & building works. 

- Ignition sources. 

- Destructive & explosive works using explosives. 

- Gas leakage indications. 

- Pipeline bare parts condition. 

- Erosion in water path bridges, ways & railways. 

- Condition of Pressure reduction stations & valves & their components. 

Co ordination  with other authorities (Electricity – The other utilities – ways – Railway – Land 

owners) and anyone may do any works could affect pipeline safety and this could be achieved by sending 

annual letters reminding them of pipelines locations & regulations for them to follow if they intend to do 

any works in gas pipeline area. 

Regulations include  : 

- Sending a memorandum from the authority intending to do the work (one week at least prior starting 

work) to the owner of the gas pipeline. 

- Presence of gas pipeline inspector during work. 

- Indicating work path correctly before starting work. 

- Entering isles should be available for pipeline repairing equipment. 

- Any excavation by any mechanical equipment should be at least 3 meters away from pipeline path 

otherwise excavation should be manual for less then 3 meters away from pipeline. 

- Never use explosives unless applying explosives expert regulations for gas pipeline safety. 

- Do not use pile machines unless it is completely safe for the pipe line. 

- Limitation of welding & any ignition sources except after checking absence of gas leakage. 

2- Gas Pipelines Maintenance : 
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It is important to take all precautions for gas pipelines safety to avoid any damage or corrosion to 

pipeline & this by maintaining its components & testing its working efficiency periodically & this could 

be done by : 

 Proactive Maintenance of gas pipeline & its components. 

 Periodic Maintenance of gas pipeline & its components according to specified procedure & to be done 

by specialized & qualified persons. 

3- Gas Pipelines Maintenance Records : 
Maintenance records include : 

 Periodic inspection regulations – periodic maintenance of all pipeline components – proactive 

maintenance – emergency plan – Safety regulations – persons & authorities contacted on emergency 

cases – valves and vents locations & shortest ways to reach them. 

 Periodic inspection reports  - periodic & emergency maintenance reports – proactive maintenance 

reports – Repairing reports. 

4- Emergency Plan : 
Should be written by the transmitting or distribution gas company showing the responsibility of 

every team or individual in case of any fracture or defect in the pipeline or in case of any leakage or 

emergency, the plan should also include the role of fire fighting, police, civil defense & governmental 

authorities.  The plan should also indicate how to act at the following : 

 Gas leakage from a pipeline crossing river Nile or any water path indicating the used equipment & 

the qualified laborers that can be used. 

 Gas leakage. 

 Gas pipeline fracture. 

 Pipeline fire or flame. 

 Training on the plan by applying periodic practical experiments & modifying it to avoid any 

disadvantages in it. 

 Co ordination between the company & the other companies working in the same field owning 

equipment that could be helpful at emergency cases . 
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Hot Tapping Safety Precautions 

 Gas flow rate in the main pipe should be calculated before starting the tapping (Min. gas velocity is 

0.3 - 1 m/s). 

 Leakage saddle with appropriate diameter should be available at site before starting the welding in 

case of any emergency. 

 Work site should be secured during & after excavation by using warning marks, traffic cones, 

lighting lamps and a suitable barrier around the excavation place could be done . 

 All emergency equipment (fire extinguishers , vehicles, ….etc.) should be available at site before 

starting work. 

 Civil defense could be formerly informed with the place & time of the hot tapping to be ready for any 

help or rescue if needed. 

 Smoking is completely forbidden during welding & drilling around work in a circle of 40 m 

diameter. 

 Purging an inert gas like nitrogen inside the joint (valve + branch) to ensure absence of any leakage 

and for the drilling process to proceed in an atmosphere of an inert gas (unexplosive). 

 Be sure to reach the correct excavation depth & put the marker tape correctly according to the 

specification . 

 Do not ever leave the excavation opened under any circumstances in case of not finishing the job in 

one day or in one night. 

 Training & informing all the people in charge at the work site of how to act & respond in different 

emergency cases . 
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working 

 in confined spaces 

 

Description of confined spaces which need to work permit : 

 

1- Manholes                           2- Petroleum tanks  

3- Tunnels                              4- Ground tanks  

5- Pipelines                            6- Digging for depth more than 2 m…..etc. 

 

 Confined space entry 

 

Entry into any confined space cannot proceed unless : 

 

* all other options have been ruled out . 

 

* permit is issued with authorization by a responsible person(s) . 

 

* permit is communicated to all affected personnel and posted as required . 

 

* all persons involved are competent to do the work . 

 

* all sources of energy affecting the space have been isolated . 

 

* testing of atmosphere is conducted, verified and repeated as often as defined  

   by the risk assessment . 

 

* stand-by person is stationed . 

 

* unauthorized entry is prevented . 
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using Gamma () Ray in welding inspection 

 

 Be sure of the insulation of the  Ray device & that it is completely safe. 

 Be sure entering the radioactive source inside the insulated device (at the beginning of the cable) 

after finishing shooting. 

 Be sure of applying the human safety circle around the shooting place. 

 Specialists with good experience & official certificates are the only persons to do this job. 
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Lockout / Tagout Systems 
 

 

First you must be sure of :  

  

1- all locks and keys are numbered . 

2- keep the locks and keys in places easy to reach . 

3- a spare key for each lock must be saved in a specified places for emergency use only 

. 

4- Lockout process must submit to work permit system in presence of work supervisor 

and safety officer and it will be as the following : 

           - First step : preparation and informing  

              Before starting any of maintenance processes you must be sure of power types 

              used for that equipment and all resultant hazards arises from it and inform all 

              workers about the shutdown of this equipment to start the lockout / tagout 

               process . 

 

           - Second step : equipment shutdown  

              Follow the work procedure or manufacturer's instructions for shutdown of this 

              equipment taking into account that some equipments have a special procedure 

               for shutdown like automated equipments . 

 

             Be sure all power sources are identified and turned off ( some machines may 

             have more than one source of energy so you must ensure that all sources are 

             shutdown ) . 

 

             - Third step : equipment isolation  

                be sure of equipment isolation ( turn off the main switches , valves and  

                operation lines ) . 

 

                for complicated equipments you must refer to manufacturer's instructions for 

                all points of isolation like switches, valves, …etc. 

 

             - fourth step : Informing  

               each worker responsible for maintenance process must inform the worker 

               responsible for the equipment shutdown – also workers on this equipment  

               must have their own keys & locks of that equipment . 
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                  If there is more than one person in the maintenance process then there must 

                  be a multi-stage shutdown devices which facilitate each worker to make his 

                  own lockout / tagout process to prevent any other worker to operate the  

                   machine accidentally while his colleagues are working on it . 

 

                 Release any pressure from springs or equalize the spin parts movements . 

 

                 Chain any keys, switches,… etc. that may be moved while operation mode is 

                 on . 

 

                 - Fifth step : testing equipment  

                    to be sure that all power sources are switched off and remaining power in 

                    the equipment is discharged you must keep people a way from that area 

                    then test all operating switches to ensure that all power is shutdown and  

                    switches can't be moved to operating mode . 

 

                     be sure all equipment parts are secured like chains,…etc. 

              

                     be sure all electrical circuits have a zero volt in potential . 

 

                     when you are actually sure that all power sources are shutdown, locks and 

                     tags are in place , then it is safe to start the maintenance process. 
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Electric Works 

 It is completely forbidden for the unspecialized workers to try to repair any 

connections, fuses, electrical devices or to touch wires or electrical devices & in 

case of any electrical hazards , Responsible persons should be informed 

immediately. 

 Before working in any electrical devices or connections, switch off electricity 

and make the necessary methods of warning to prevent any person from 

switching on electricity during work. 

 Check the existence of earthing in the used electrical devices . 

 Handling parts of the electrical tools & equipment should be insulated properly. 

 Electrical wires & cables should be stored away from high temperature sources 

or places. 

 Steady maintenance should be done for tools & electrical wires taking all the 

necessary precautions & testing these tools to ensure its safety. 

 Do not throw electrical wires or any objects over wires or electrical equipment. 

 Keep electrical wires away from temperature, water or oils. 

 Do not use electrical tools in case of working in a medium of flammable gases 

unless it is fireproof. 

 In  case of any electrical injury, take the injured person away from electrical 

circuits by switching off electricity from the nearest key and if it is not possible 

to do so, the injured person could be pulled away from electrical circuits by 

using any insulated tool like a rope or a piece of dry cloth & begin making 

artificial breathing to him immediately. 

 Important warning in case of fire : 
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 Do not use water or the foamy substance in extinguishing equipment & 

electrical devices fires as it may shock its user, but only use : 

 - CO2 extinguisher     - Dry chemical Powder extinguisher 

 Use the suitable P.P.E. as electrical insulated gloves, insulated rubber carpets & 

electricity determining devices. 

 Check the insulation of the electric switches board unless there is a document 

ensuring the insulation of the board. 

 Use electrical shock safety belt during working at high altitudes. 
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Workshops 

 Smoking is completely forbidden. 

 Isles should be clean & free from any obstacles & oils should be removed daily. 

 Litters should be put in special baskets or containers & to get rid of it 

continuously & as quick as possible. 

 It is forbidden for anyone to work on machines except the specified workers. 

 Do not clean or wash equipment or machines with benzene or any other quick 

flammable material, but if necessary use kerosene or solar and avoid clothes 

being wet by benzene or solar. 

 It is forbidden to store quick flammable materials in opened containers or in 

any other places not specified for this purpose. 

 Switch off electricity after work finishes & check the safety of wires & 

connections . 

 Use the suitable PPE for every job to protect the worker. 

 Check the safety & condition of the handy tools & equipment used in repairs. 

 Avoid oil spilling on the ground during changing oils for vehicles & machines. 

 Expired oils should be collected in barrels. 

 Expired filters should be collected in barrels with special color. 

 Switch off electricity & do the daily cleaning after work time. 
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Assistant Workshops 

 Isles should be clean & free from any obstacles or materials & the workshop 

should be free from any litters or unused tools or equipment. 

 Litters & unwanted materials should be put in special containers and get rid of 

it as quick as possible according to its hazardous level. 

 Using or repairing equipment or machines should be done by the specified 

workers. 

 Switch off electricity after finishing work on machines. 

 Workers carrying or lifting loads or heavy weights should pay attention and ask 

for help in case of overloads & try to use any lifting device as much as possible 

. 

 Do not clean or wash equipment or machines with benzene or any other quick 

flammable material, but if necessary use kerosene or solar and avoid clothes 

being wet by benzene or solar. 

 It is forbidden to store quick flammable materials in opened containers or in 

any other places not specified for this purpose. Take all safety precautions. 

: Working on Lathes 

 Use protective glass & avoid wearing rings, gloves, any hands accessories, 

large or tore clothes. 

 Check that all gears & belts are covered before starting work. 

 Fix  the work piece properly before fixing the cutting tool. 

 Remove the wrench after fixing the work piece in the table. 

 Do not ever try to calibrate the cutting tool or to touch the work piece during 

lathe rotation. 
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 Do not leave any wrenches on the lathe during rotation. 

 Changing the chuck should be done manually. 

 Remove the chip by the correct brush & not by hands. 

Mechanical Drill : 

 Do not ever hold the work piece by hand under the drill but use a suitable vice 

for drilling small work pieces & fix the work piece in the table for drilling huge 

work pieces . 

 In case work piece gets out of the vice & rotates with the drill, do not try to stop 

it by hand but stop the machine immediately. 

 Keep the chuck key & the wedge away from the drill before it starts to rotate. 

 Do not keep the tools, the oil can, the brush behind the drill. 

 Remove the chip by the brush & not by hand.  

 Do not wear gloves & take them off before the drill’s starting up. 

: Handy Tools 

 Always check the tools & keep it in a good condition changing the spoilt ones 

& repairing others needed to be repaired. 

 Tools should be used in its specified purposes only. 

 Do not use short pieces to elongate wrenches, short pieces are only used with 

large wrenches designed for this. 

 Screwed wrenches or wrenches with movable jaws should be completely & 

perfectly holding pipes & nuts & keep the pulling direction always the direction 

of the movable jaw. 

 If  you have to leave handy tools in high places, do not leave them on the 

ground or on walking isles in order not to fell on anyone below. 

 After work, clean the tools, repair the spoilt ones & keep them in a safe place in 

a safe way. 
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: Grinding Stones 

 r.p.m. should be written on the grinding stone. 

 Trained & specialized workers only can work on grinding stones . 

 Protective barrier should be fixed over the grinding stone. 

 All workers should use the P.P.E. 
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Washing by diesel or hydrocarbon solvents 

 

 the workers handling diesel or hydrocarbon solvents must read the using 

instructions on cans before use . 

 washing by diesel must be done in it's specified place and the washing residuals 

are collected into a separated barrels . 

 don't spill diesel or hydrocarbon solvents into sewages . 

 use the proper PPE ( rubber gloves – safety goggles – safety shoes …etc) . 

 don't use diesel in compressed form for spraying to avoid fire and inhalation 

risks . 

 wash by diesel in a well ventilated area . 

 smoking or other hot works are forbidden in washing by diesel area . 

 the residual barrels are moved to collecting place for disposal and be sure the 

barrels are closed tightly . 

 labels must be put on the solvents residual barrels . 

 keep the washing area and collecting barrels area clean to avoid slipping and 

environmental contamination . 
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batteries Handling 

 

- Wear your safety goggles  

- Wear your ( gloves – apron – safety shoes ) for protection against acids . 

- Any sparks, flames, and smoking are forbidden . 

- Children are forbidden to be near batteries . 

- Emergencies : 

1- In case the acid is reached to the eyes you must wash it with fresh water 

several times and see the doctor . 

2- In case the acid is reached to the skin you must wash it with fresh water 

gently . 

3- In case of swallowing the acid you must drink a lot of milk and water 

and see the doctor . 

4- In case of acid poisoning , go to hospital instantly . 

 

Storage of batteries :  

- batteries must be kept standing vertical . 

- even there is a tightly closed cover but the static charges could be discharged 

if the battery is turned down . 

- the overreaching of moisture is leading to quick discharge . 

- the production date must be on the battery  

- the storage of batteries must be organized to let which come first to be used 

first and vise versa . 

- the stored batteries must be inspected 3 times in a year . 
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Painting 

 Use PPE (Respiratory mask – protective glasses) specially if the painting splash 

is heavy . 

 In case of presence of opened flame, painting is forbidden. 

 Do not store painting boxes or packages in place of work, but bring the needed 

only from the stores. 

 Do not eat in place of work & painting workers have to wash their hands with 

soap properly before eating. 

 Do not paint vehicles inside the garage. 
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Tyre policy 
 

Tyres features : 

- you must know the tyre features for each type used for each type of vehicles ( passenger 

cars – pickup – trucks – van - …..etc. )  

 

the tyre features are written on the tyre and contain :  

 

• Size 

 

• Type of ply 

 

• Load index (75-105) 

 

• Speed symbol (H=210) 

 

• Max. pressure 

 

• Tread wear (400-200-100) 

• Traction (A,B,C) 

 

• Heat index (A,B,C) 

 

• Manufacturing date 

 

Tire types : 

1- Performance / summer . 

2- All-weather . 

3- Wet weather / winter  

4- All-terrain  

5- Mud . 

 

To ensure tyre safety : 

- Inspect the tyres daily, be sure it is safe before driving, make the required 

maintenance or displace it in case of any defects . 

- If the tread wear thickness is less than 3mm you must change the tyre . 

- The pressure inside the tyre must not exceed the written pressure on the tyre . 

- The load on the tyre must not exceed the written load on the tyre . 

-  Life time shall never exceed 6 years 

- you must use the proper type of tyres for the specified kind of job or road . 

- you must change tyres every ( 40000km or 4 years ) from using . 

-  
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Tires carry different loads all the time which can cause : 

     1- Under inflation 

 

 can cause tires to wear more on the outside than the inside.  

 

  causes reduced fuel efficiency  

 

 increased heat buildup in the tires.  

 

     2- Over inflation 

 

 causes tires to wear more in the center of the tread.  

 causes a rough ride 

 Cause reduced comfort and reduced stability in braking and cornering 

  running the tires at a higher pressure will improve mileage.  

 

  For that kinds of inflations it is recommended that : 

 

 
 

Note : After a long time a portion of the inside air may be lost thus you must fill the tyre 

with air or make the needed maintenance after inspection . 

 

 

 

 

 

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/question477.htm
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Fueling cars 
 

 smoking is forbidden before entering the fuel station . 

 the engine must be shutdown after stopping the car . 

 the mobile phone must be off or leave it in the car . 

 when the car is coming out of the fuel station be sure to touch the door to 

discharge the static charges even if it is repeated several times . 

 

* when the tank car is filling the fuel tanks : 

      1- the engine must stopped when just it is centered in it's place . 

      2- leave the car for 10-15 minutes . 

       3- put the barricades around the charging area and don't be near to that area . 

       4- the charging hose must be connected to the tank after ensuring that there 

               is no leakage by the driver and station supervisory . 

       5- the entrance of other cars to be fueled while charging is forbidden . 

       6- don't leave the charging area after hose connection . 

       7- after charging , the hose is disconnected from car first , then from the  

                tank . 

       8- don't start the engine other wise the tank is closed and no leakage in the 

              ground . 
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Safety Driving 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Driver has to keep paying attention to the road in front of him. 

 Driver should be patient & decent with others. 

 Try not to use the horn as much as possible. 

 Lights for turning (Left & right) should be started by an enough time before 

turning specially if it is raining or if the streets are slippery which makes it 

harder for other vehicles to stop or to turn away to avoid your vehicle. 

 Driver has to allow other vehicles to pass beside him & avoid obstructing them. 

 Driver has to avoid following other vehicles as well as not to stop just before or 

after any curve or turn on the road. 

 Start using the brakes with enough time & distance before the place you want to 

stop the vehicle at to make stopping smooth & gradual. 

 Slow down the speed at any strange condition or circumstances on the road or 

on expecting any danger. 

The car / vehicle must inspected daily and before starting engine 

as the following : 

- inspection of cooling liquids  

- engine oil levels . 

- brakes oil levels . 

- power steering oil levels ( if available ) . 

- clutch oil levels ( if available ) . 

- inspect all lights . 

- inspect all tyres and spare tyre . 

- inspect all car tools . 

- hydraulic oil levels ( if available ) . 

- inspection of hydraulic oil leakage ( if available ) . 

- inspection of fire extinguisher condition . 
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 Always keep on driving within the speed limits of the road you are driving on 

& never exceed it . 

 On night driving , driver should always turn on the ordinary front lights & try 

not to use the high front lights as much as possible so as not to disturb other 

vehicles moving in his direction or at the opposite direction. 

 Driver should pay attention & drive slowly in case of driving unfamiliar 

vehicles or vehicles in bad condition. 

 Driver should be smart enough to expect actions & reactions from others before 

it occurs. 

 Avoid using brakes at road crossings except in emergency cases. 

 Avoid any gear transmissions in turns or crossings & do it before getting into 

the turns or crossings. 

 Speed should be decreased to a safe limit before reaching any turns by enough 

time & this enables the driver to accelerate during turning & after the situation 

is clear in front of him, & vice versa. 

 Driver has to use & depend on the vehicle’s interior mirror (his third eye). 

 Concentration is very essential during driving & do not pay attention to 

anything but the road & never look at anything else such as an accident on the 

road while your vehicle is moving. 

 Driver has to hold the steering wheel with both hands except when transmitting 

the gears or giving a turning flash, steering wheel should not be holded also 

from its center or just by the fingers. 

  Driver should not rest his left leg on the clutch except during gear transmission 

only. 

 Driver should always concentrate & do nothing but driving (such  as to eat, 

drink, use the mobile phone, or to fix anything in front of him). 

 Do not follow any person’s sign to go on or to cross the road but be sure 

yourself from the road being clear & safe before crossing or going on. 
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 Do not ignore any sign from any body meaning “Stop” or “Danger” and it is 

preferable to stop & see what is the problem instead of keeping going on & 

being a part of an accident or a problem. 

 Avoid driving fast on slippery roads or if it is raining. 

 Pay much attention to fogs on foggy days. 

 Never drive without driving license or vehicle’s license or with an invalid 

license of either. 
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Dealing with Chemicals 

 Before dealing with any chemical, read its safety instructions to know its 

hazards & how to deal safely with it. 

 Check the presence of a sticker on the package showing the components & how 

to deal safely with the chemical. 

 Be sure that the package is perfectly closed. 

 Determine the destination place before transporting the chemical packages. 

 Supply tap water or washing water in place of handling. 

 Use the P.P.E (rubber gloves – Helmet – glasses – Safety shoes - …….etc.) & 

avoid any flame source beside or near handling area. 

 Use manual pumps in case of transporting flammable chemicals from one place 

to another, and in case of using electric pumps it should be explosion proof . 

 During opening of the chemical packages be careful not to be exposed to the 

vapors of the chemicals & close the packages perfectly if not using them. 

 Filled packages should be separated from the empty ones. 

 It is forbidden to use the empty chemical packages for any other purposes. 

 Empty packages should be stored in the appropriate scrap area. 

 Co ordination should take place with society protection sector to get rid of the 

expired chemicals safely. 

 When emptying a chemical package try not to leave any residuals inside as 

much as possible to eliminate the probability of the chemicals being spilled out 

of the empty packages . 
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Dealing with the odorant 

 Be careful during handling or transportation of odorant barrels to avoid falling 

of any barrel. 

 During barrel transportation using vehicles, fix the barrels properly to avoid its 

shaking or falling. 

 Cover the barrels to protect them from sunlight. 

 Appropriate fire extinguishing equipment of the odorant should be available & 

existing . 

 Adequate quantity of the sodium hypochlorite substance or any equivalent 

substance should be available for use in case of emergency. 

 In case of any odorant spilling , spilled area should be surrounded by sand & 

then apply the equalizer substance (Sodium hypochlorite or its equivalent). 

  

e :Precautions during storag - 

 

  Odorant barrels should be stored in a cool & well ventilated place & away 

from sunlight. 

 Try to empty the barrel from the odorant during filling as much as possible 

before the barrel is executed. 

 

Remark : - 

  It is completely forbidden to use empty barrels for any other purposes. 
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Odorant ( mercaptan ) empty barrels treatment procedure 

 
This procedure concerns a quantity of 550ml of remaining odorant ( spotleak 1009) : 

 

1- Remove the large bung and add 40 liter of clean water to empty 200 liter drum  

2- Add 250gm of a concentrated solid detergent to the water in the drum ( the 

detergent is used to improve the sulfur compound solubility in water ) . 

3- Add 19 liter of a 10% ( weight ) sodium hydroxide aqueous solution  ( NAOH 

) into the drum . the effect is to obtain the salt of the mercaptans used in large 

amounts in gas odorant blends . those salts are soluble in water . 

4- Insert the bung , agitate the content on the drum thoroughly , wetting all 

interior surface by up-ending the drum 2 or 3 times and rolling it 

approximately 3 meters forward and back . 

5- Place 13.5 liter of clean water in a clean plastic bucket or container , and 

gradually add 4.5 liter of a 13.14%sodium hypochlorite .that final solution will 

contain 3.79% in sodium hypochlorite . always prepare a fresh solution to take 

advantage of its full activity . 

6- Remove the bung , add carefully the 18 liter of fresh bleach ( sodium 

hypochlorite ) solution to the drum using a large funnel to avoid splashes . 

7- Insert the bung and agitate the content of the drum thoroughly by rolling the 

drum approximately 3 meters forward and back . 

8- Place drum upright , let stand for 48 hours , then remove carefully the bung 

and carefully smell the content of the drum to determine if the gas odorant 

smell has been removed . 

9- If the gas odorant smell is still present , the amount of bleach was insufficient . 

dilute 1.1 liter of bleach 13.14% of sodium hypochlorite in 8 liters of water , 

add those 8 liters to the drum . continue from step 5 . 

10-  Wear the proper PPE . 
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sand blasting  
 

 cleaning & rearranging site before and during working . 

 be sure that the sand blasting equipment are in good conditions and safe for 

working in hazardous sites . 

 be sure that the hoses, connections, pressure gauges, filters, vent valves and 

safety valves are safe & in good condition . 

 the worker on the sand blasting must wear the protective mask and be sure that 

the air hose is working efficiently along working period . 

 workers must wear appropriate PPE ( dust respirator – gloves – safety goggles – 

safety shoes – overall ) 

 making safety meeting before starting work . 

 if the job will done in the confined spaces a work permit must be done 

including all actions required for the job .    
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Safety color coding 

 

A- According to international organizations of OH&S for specifying the colors used for 

warnings to risks in which to avoid , also all employees must know about these 

colors and the purpose which used for . 

B- Color applications :  

1- Red color : the main color for specifying : 

a- fire extinguishers and fire fighting equipments . 

b- " Danger " written in red and put in dangerous areas , also labeled on 

barrels containing flammable liquids having a flash point equal to or 

less than 80fr . 

c- " Stop " written in red on electrical buttons or switches used for 

stopping machines in emergencies . 

 

* red lights are used on barricades and in construction areas . 

 

2- Orange color : it is the main color for identifying the dangerous parts of 

machines which can make harm such as cutting, electric shocks, …..etc. 

 

3- Yellow color : it is the main color for warning of physical hazards like 

crashing, falling, ….etc., it can be used only or use the yellow color as a 

slides from yellow and black with 2" thickness or yellow and black squares 

with 3" for making attention . 

 

4- Green color : It represents the positions of first aid places and personal 

protective equipments .  

 

* If the first aid facilities is large you can use a green cross "+" on a white 

background . 

 

5- Blue color : It is used for warning signs while starting an operation or using 

or moving any equipment under maintenance . 

 

6- Violet color : the main color used for warning of radiation hazards . 

a- Violet and yellow colors are used for signs, labels, and ground marks 

for warning of radiation hazards like X-rays, -rays, -rays, -rays, 

neutron, proton, deuteron, and meson rays . 

 

7- Black and white colors : black & white combination is used as a traffic signs 

and signals, also it is used as a signals in storage . 
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8- You can use boosters with approved colors instead of paintings . 

 

9- Classification of colors and signals :  

1- the following symbols are used for color blinded persons : 

a- Danger marks : red square in proper size . 

b- Danger equipments : orange equal triangle in a proper size . 

c- First aid and safety equipments : green cross "+" on a white 

background . 

 

2- the physical hazards must be specified carefully and painted to warn all 

employees from arised risks .   
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Storing 

 

 Industrial safety person should ensure the presence & condition of adequate 

number of fire extinguishing equipment. 

 Smoking is completely forbidden in the stores. 

 Storing places should be always clean & tidy & free from any litters, papers. 

 Do not use benzene in cleaning or in removing grease but use unvolatile 

cleaning liquids. 

 Flammable materials should be stored separately. 

 Periodically check barrels & packets against any leakage or holes. 

 Correct methods of handling, loading & putting materials should be followed & 

checked by supervisors. 

 On lifting loads manually, take the correct position of legs, chest & back & to 

bend the knees with the chest upright as much as possible & making the load as 

close as possible to the body to transfer the load to the muscles of the legs & the 

knees. 

 Be sure the load to be lifted is within the manpower or ask for others help or 

use any mechanical lifting method. 

 Long loads or pipes should be lifted by two persons on the same shoulder of 

each person & to be in one direction & with homogeneous footsteps. 

 Use the P.P.E. 

 Materials, equipment & spare parts should be stored in an organized & safe way 

& avoid putting them in high rows or columns to prevent falling down or 

collapsing. 
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 Heavy materials & equipment should be stored properly & near to the ground. 

 Avoid materials being extended out more than the depth of the storing shelves. 

 Use proper ladders to go up to put, load or unload high materials & do not go 

up over material rows. 

 It is forbidden to pass or stay under the crane or the lifted loads during loading 

& unloading specially of heavy materials or equipment. 

 Switch off electricity after work is finished. 

 Any unsafe work conditions or cases should be declared & told to the 

responsible authorities & persons. 
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Storing Tyres & Rubber Materials 

 

 Storage should take place in a closed area for protection against : 

A. Temperature & humidity. 

B. Direct & indirect sunlight. 

C. Ultra violet rays in intensive artificial light. 

D. Light of mercury lamps 

 Storing place should be well ventilated & avoid high humidity which decreases 

the condition of the tyre & its efficiency during service . 

 Store temperature is preferably to be between 10ºC & 20ºC. 

 Store should be clean & free from petroleum solvents, grease, oils which 

decrease the tire condition. 

 Issued tyres should be the earliest stored tires. 

 Tyres to be stored in a way that enables issuing the older stocks before the 

newer ones. 

 Storage is preferably to be vertical in wooden ballets. 

 Avoid horizontal storage; & if happened due to limited space to be with a 

maximum of 6 tyres over each other & to be completely rotated every two 

months to change its order in Storage. 

 In case the cycle of storing & issuing is fast (less than 1 year), no need to take 

strict or expensive precautions, in many cases it is just the temporary 

maintenance by spreading talc powder over the tyres & the rubber materials. 
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Storing Flammable Liquids 
 

 

Lighting : 

It is preferable not to use electric connections or preparations inside the stores 

& to depend for lighting on natural daylight or on electric lamps directed on the 

stores from outside so that its lights could penetrate through fire proof glass 

openings, and if necessary any electric preparations should be of flame proof type. 

Ventilation : 

Preferable to be natural by making suitable openings in the stores covered with 

metallic wires of narrow lattice. 

Flame Causes Prevention : 

 Do not allow smoking or using uncovered flame or any other thermal sources 

inside the stores or outside the stores by a minimum distance of 6 meters all 

around . 

 Be careful in moving or handling any metallic items inside the stores & for 

protection against static charges, packets & tubes should be tied with electric 

conductors or to be earthed. 

Liquid Packets : 

 Should be protected from any mechanical impacts & to be kept upright in its 

proper position. 

 Do not leave any packets opened & always keep them properly closed. 

 Try not to exceed two rows in storing the packets. 

Escaping in case of fire : 

 There should be enough isles between the stored packets & to be always clear, 

clean & free from any obstacles as well as the emergency exits. 

 Stores should be kept opened as long as there are is person inside. 

Recommendations : 
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 Do not allow unspecialized persons to enter the stores. 

 Marks should be written & put clearly declaring (Danger – Flammable liquids – 

Forbidden to get close – No smoking). 
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Storing & Handling of Acids 

 

 Acids should be stored in a ceiled or shielded store & away from sun heat & 

from any other flammable materials. 

 Acid name should be written clearly on barrels. 

 Use the P.P.E. 

 

Storing Acid Glass Bottles : 

 Always leave an empty space for safety inside every glass bottle 

(½ Gallon) 

 Stoppers of the glass bottles should be fitted in a way to allow reliefing the 

acids’ vapors. 

 Glass bottles should be stored in a cool & well ventilated place. 

 Do not store full glass bottles beside or near any flammable materials. 

 Glass bottles’ Stoppers should be made of anti corrosion & anti flammable 

material. 

 At loading glass bottles in a hot weather wash them with water & ventilate the 

stoppers. 

 Do not store more than ten glass bottles in one place & to be stored in the form 

of one or two rows maximum & avoid storing in square shape & leave a 

passage between rows that allows moving safely. 

 Try to store glass bottles on shelves with openings under which there is a path 

to discharge any acid leakage from the glass bottles. 
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Storing & Handling of Pipes 

 

 Store the pipes properly & safely & put suitable barriers to prevent sliding. 

 Keep the correct pyramid shape by keeping the correct number of pipes in each 

raw. 

 Always inspect the correctness of pipe storage position & rearrange its position 

if necessary . 

 Make the manual loading always by two persons on the same shoulder of the 

two persons and in one direction. 

 Polyethylene pipes should be covered with a non flammable cover. 

 Leave adequate spaces between bundles for the maneuvering of cranes & 

trailers . 
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Storage of poly ethylene pipes 

 
Storage general principles:  

 Generally, the greater the degree of firmness and flatness of the ground, the 

higher pipes can be stored, provided that care is taken to avoid distortion of the 

lower layers. 

 Direct contact with the ground should always be avoided by the use of cages, 

pallets and timber frames. 

 Pallets should be made either of wood or compressed cardboard, neither of 

which will damage polyethylene. 

 Pipes are bundled together on a jig in the factory ensuring that the wooden 

timber frame supports are in the same position on every bundle . This allows 

them to be stored 3 high, timber to timber, as their weights are supported by the 

timbers and not by the pipe.  

 

Storage of pipes and fittings: 

 All material should be inspected at the time of delivery. Any damage should be 

noted and the supply source advised immediately. 

 Pipes and fittings should be used in the order of delivery to ensure the correct 

rotation of the stock. Polyethylene pipes are date stamped at the time of 

manufacture, and checks should be made to ensure they are being rotated on an 

'oldest out first' basis. 

 Couplered pipe should be stacked in layers with sockets protruding at alternate 

ends. 

 Individual pipe lengths should be stored with the bottom layer fully supported 

on an even surface. 
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 On stores, coils should be stacked on pallets never more than ten high for 

20mm, 25mm and 32mm diameters and six high for 63mm and 90 mm 

diameters. on site, both bundle-packs and coils should be stored no more than 

tow high . 

 Polyethylene fittings should be stored under cover, preferably on racking, and 

the manufacturers’ protective wrappings or cartons kept intact for as long as 

possible. 

 Pipes and fittings stored externally and likely to be exposed to periods of 

prolonged sunlight should be covered. 

 Pipes and fittings should be stored away from exhaust outlets and other high 

temperature sources. Care should also be taken to avoid contact with lubricating 

and hydraulic oils and other aggressive chemicals such as certain gas 

conditioning fluids and chemical solvents. 

 

Storage of fusion tools: 

 Special tools for jointing pipes and fittings should be stored separately and 

securely until they are to be used.  
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Storing & Handling of Barrels 

 

 Put the barrels properly in a horizontal manner as much as possible. 

 Separate barrels according to its type & put suitable barriers to prevent sliding. 

 Check the cleanliness of containers used in discharging oils & grease. 

 Do not throw barrels from heights & be careful when sliding a barrel in order 

not to change its direction. 

 At lifting barrels make the knees bended & the back to be upright. 

 Be careful that fingers do not get trapped between barrels. 

 Use wooden sheets for sliding the barrels from heights & be sure that sheets are 

in a good condition, properly fixed & its length is suitable. 

 It is forbidden for persons to get down using these sheets. 
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lifting & Loading works 

 

 Only specialized & qualified workers work on cranes & levers. 

 Check & test cranes & levers before starting work. 

 P.P.E should be used in all loading & downloading works as well as in 

transporting heavy equipment . 

 Primary testing for cranes before usage is important. 

 Loading & downloading works should be done at the presence of the 

responsible loading supervisor. 

 Use safe methods for loading & downloading. 

 Avoid being between the vehicles rear & any other near object & avoid 

downloading objects in the direction of the standing persons. 

 Periodic check on levers should be done at least monthly by the loading 

supervisor & report the check & keep it documented . 

 Check lifting equipment before usage & declare the defected ones & change 

them. 

 Maximum loading weight should be written & clear on the crane. 

 Do not ever make the cranes, wires, chains or ropes overloaded . 

 The crane driver should know exactly the weight of the load he is going to 

carry, and if not he should deal with it as more than the estimated weight. 

 It is forbidden for anyone to pass or stand under the loaded weights, and the 

crane workers should not permit anyone to be over the crane or lying under the 

crane during work . 
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 Check the crane hook & that the load is in the Wright position before loading . 

 At lifting the hook should be at the vertical position above the C.G. of the load 

to be lifted so that it becomes stable, also check that the load is free from any 

obstacles. 

 Pulling chains or ropes on the ground is forbidden. 

 It is forbidden to hold chains or ropes when lifting loads & stand away from the 

lifted loads. 

 Choose the correct locking stud to lock the chains. 

 Protect chains, ropes & wires from the sharp edges & acute angles of the load 

by using soft wooden cushions. 

 Do not use ropes in lifting solid loads with sharp edges . 

 Do not let the ropes or wires touch any hot body. 

 Do not ever knot wires or ropes when lifting to shorten the wire or rope or even 

to round the wire or rope around the hook of the crane. 

 Do not use single woven rope between the hook & the load as it might surfeit 

from turning around itself during lifting. 

 In case of using double or branched ropes or wires, choose wires or ropes with 

adequate lengths & that the load is equally distributed on the ropes or wires. 

 When finishing the loading & unloading return all the tools & equipment to the 

stores . 

 In case of crane movement take from any electric cables obstructing the crane. 
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Manual lifting 
 

 Do engineer manual lifting and lowering out of the task and workplace  

 Lifting should be carried out by well-trained workers. If a worker is not used to 

lifting and vigorous exercises , he should not  attempt to do difficult lifting or 

lowering tasks  

 Do think before  acting 

 Place material conveniently within reach. Have handling aids available  

 Make sure sufficient place is cleared. 

 Do get a good grip on the load  

 Test the weight before trying to move it. If it is too bulky or heavy, get a mechanical 

lifting aid or somebody else to help, or both.  

 Do get the load close to the body .Place the feet close to the load. Stand in a stable 

position with the feet pointing in the direction of movement.  

 Do not twist the back or bend sideways  

 Do not lift or lower awkwardly  

 Do hesitate to get mechanical help or help from another person.  

 Do not lift with the arms extended. 

 Do not continue lifting when the load is too heavy. 

 

 Team lifting and carrying:  

When two workers Carrey one object, they should:  

 Workers should do test lifting before proceeding 

 They should adjust the load so that it rides level and so that each person carries an 

equal part of the load 

 When two people carry long sections of pipes or lumber, they should walk one 

behind the other. shoulder pads will prevent cutting into their shoulders and will 

also reduce fatigue 

 

When a team of workers carrying the object: 

The supervisor should make sure that proper tools are used and should provide direction 

for the work. Frequently, whistle or direct command can single "lift", "walk", and "set 

down". The key to safe carrying by gangs is to make every movement in unison. 

 

Jacks: 

When a jack is used, workers should do the following: 

 Check the capacity plate or other marking on the jack to make sure the jack can 

support the load. if the identified plate is missing, workers should determine the 

maximum capacity of the jack and paint it on the side 

 Inspect jacks before and after each use. When a jack begins to leak, malfunction, or 

show any sign of wear or defects, it should be removed from service, tagged, 

repaired, and tested under load. 
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 Wear protective equipment especially protective footwear  

 Furnish toweling to jack operators for removing oils from their hands and from the 

jack handles  

 A heavy jack is best moved from one location to another on a dolly or special hand 

truck, if it has to be manually transported, it should have carrying handles. 

 The operating handle should never be left in the socket while a jack is being carried 

because it might strike another worker  

  Never throw or drop a jack upon the floor. Such treatment may crack or distort the 

metal. 

 If the surface upon which the jack is placed is earth workers should set the jack base 

on substantial hardwood blocking (at least twice the size of the jack), so that it will 

not turn over, shift or sink. 

  Immediately wipe up spillage of any residual oil. To prevent the load from slipping, 

workers should avoid metal to metal contact between the jack head and the load. a 

hardwood shim should be placed between the jack head and the load. 

  never use wood or metal extenders .Instead they should either obtain a larger jack 

or should place higher blocking   

 

Hand trucks: 

Hand trucks fall into two categories: two-wheeled trucks and four-wheeled trucks .If used 

by workers who are not trained, trucks can be the source of the following accidents:  

 Colliding with other trucks or obstructions  

 Jamming hands and feet of operators between the trucks and other objects  

 Running wheels of bridge plates or platforms  

 

Trucks should be pushed not pulled as this may lessen the stress to the lower back 

They should not be loaded so high that operators can not see where they are going.  

For extremely bulky items or pressurized items as gas cylinders, strap or chain the item to 

the truck. 

Operators should place the load well forward so it will not slip, shift or fall keeping the 

centre of gravity of the load as low as possible.  
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Forklift 
 

 Only trained and qualified personnel are allowed to operate the forklift, they are 

specified by the supervisor  . 

 Inspect all alarms, siren before using the forklift , also it must have a back 

alarm . 

 Inspect brakes ( foot brake – hand brake) , mirrors and Be sure there is no 

leakage of hydraulic oils . 

 It is forbidden to lift any worker on forks to reach the upper shelves . 

 In case of lifting worker by the forklift the worker must be in a secured cage . 

 If the materials lifted are affecting your vision you must drive very slow . 

 Avoid sharp curves . 

 Be sure the forklift is not overloaded . 

 The distance between forks and ground must be not more than 20cm and not 

less than 10cm while lifting materials . 

 Don't use forklift for persons transportation . 

 You must take the doors height  before passing through doors . 

 Don't get  your body outside the cabinet while driving . 

 Don't leave the forklift with engine running and go somewhere else . if you had 

to go somewhere , then stop the engine, put forks touched to ground,  pull hand 

brakes and remove contact key before leaving . 

 Wear your PPE ( gloves – safety shoes – helmet – overall ) .  
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Cleanliness & keeping the good looking 

Of Sites & Places 
 

 

 Most of the accidents & injuries result from uncleanliness & disorder at 

worksites despite they could be overcame by few efforts. 

 Cleanliness & ordering means keeping materials, tools, devices & equipment 

clean & in good condition. 

 Cleanliness & ordering is a daily responsibility of all the workers & is not done 

when there is available time to do it. 

 Isles & passages should be always clean & free from any materials, tools or any 

equipment to avoid accidents. 

 Work is not considered to be done completely except after cleaning & ordering 

tools & materials and the site is in good condition. 

 Drills & sharp tools should be stored & kept in a suitable place as being a 

source of hazard. 

 Any oil, water or any slippery stains should be removed & cleaned at once. 

 Litters & work residuals should be collected & removed currently & do not 

accumulate them . 

 Materials, tools & equipment belonging to work site should be stored & kept in 

a safe & suitable place and away from work area until being needed. 

 Nails, wires or cables should be removed immediately from working area or to 

be well fixed so as not to be a source of any danger or injury. 

 Materials which will be accumulated should be tied to prevent it from falling 

down. 
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Offices 

 

 Well distribution of furniture & equipment inside offices to avoid any 

interruption or collision of persons with offices or chairs. 

 Light should be adequate & well distributed. 

 Electric equipment cables should be layed away from isles to avoid being an 

obstacle to any person. 

 Put litter baskets either under offices or in any corner away from isles. 

 Always check the condition & durability of emergency doors & that the leading  

isles to them should be free from any obstacles or occupations. 

 Always sit on chair with its four legs stable on the ground & do not go 

backward with its back with moving your legs above the ground to avoid falling 

down. 

 Office drawers should be closed if not used. 

 Do not open more than one drawer simultaneously to keep the balance of the 

cupboard or office. 

 Keep the place always neat & tidy & dry then wash any spilled liquids over any 

surface. 

 Ask for fixing or repairing any defected parts & making the required 

maintenance. 

 Shelves should be properly fixed to the walls in order not to fell. 

 Do not ever use shelves as a ladder to go upwards. 

 

Computers : 

 

- A radiation filter must be on the screen to eliminate the emitted radiations or be sure 

that screen is self filtered type . 
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- Air-conditions must be installed in offices containing computers to avoid the 

emitted heat of computers on workers . 

- Screen top must be under the eye horizon by an angle of 15 degree at least . 

- Screen top must be more far from user's eye than the screen bottom . 

- Screen must be clear of any reflections, flashes, hesitations,….etc.  

- Distance between the user and the screen must be not less than 63.5 cm . 

- Take into account the good lighting to be not affecting the letters on screen for user . 

- The user hand rest must be at an angle between 75-135 degree while using keyboard 

or mouse . 

- Use the paper stand for paper you want to write . 

- Don't put the paper on the disk and write it . 

- Make a periodic maintenance for the electrical devices , also shutdown all electrical 

devices and lights after work . 

 

 

* before using any chemical ( printer inks ) remember the following : 

       - Disposal of empty cartridges must be done by qualified personnel supervision . 

- In case of storage you must close these cartridges tightly . 

- Read the instructions labeled on the cartridge before use . 
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)  
 

Purpose: 

The Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) program has been developed to provide 

employees and workers with the necessary information to identify work situations that 

require the use of PPE, the proper selection and use of PPE, and documentation of this 

information. 

 

 

Identifying Potential Hazards in the Workplace: (Hazard Assessment) 

OSHA requires that employers should identify and assess the risks to health and safety 

present in the workplace, so enabling the most appropriate means of reducing those risks 

to an acceptable level to be determined. 

 

Training: 

Prior to conducting work requiring the use of personal protective equipment, employees 

must be trained to know: 

 When PPE is necessary; 

 What type is necessary; 

 How it is to be worn; 

 What its limitations are; and, 

 Proper care, maintenance, useful life, and disposal. 

 

Employers should provide appropriate PPE and training in its use to its employees. 

No charge can be made to employee for the provision of PPE which is used only at work. 

 

Selection, Use and Maintenance of PPE: 

 

A- Head Protection: 
Prevention of head injuries is an important factor in every safety program. Head injuries 

are caused by falling or flying objects, or by bumping the head against a fixed object. 

Head protection, in the form of protective hats, must do two things: 

 Resist penetration; 

 Absorb the shock of the blow. 

This is accomplished by making the shell of the hat of a material hard enough to resist the 

blow, and by utilizing a shock-absorbing lining composed of headband and crown straps to 

keep the shell away from the wearer’s skull. 
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Hazards on Head 

 

 
Falling objects or collision  

 
Electrical hazards 

 

Selection: 

Each type and class of head protector is intended to provide protection against specific 

hazardous conditions. An understanding of these conditions will help in selecting the right 

hat for the particular situation. 

 

Protective hats are made in the following types and classes: 

 

Type 1: 

Helmets with full brim, not less than 1 and ¼ inches wide. 

Type 2: 

Brimless helmets with a peak extending forward from the crown. 

 

 

Type 2 - Peak 
 
Type 1 – Full Brim 

 

For industrial purposes, three classes of helmets are recognized: 

Class A: 

These helmets are for general service. They provide good impact protection but limited 

voltage protection. They are used mainly in mining, building construction, shipbuilding, 

and manufacturing. 
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Class B: 

Choose Class B helmets if your employees are engaged in electrical works  They protect 

against falling objects and high-voltage shock and burns. (They are used extensively by 

electrical workers. 

 

Class C: 

Designed for comfort, these light weight helmets offer limited protection. They protect 

workers from bumping against fixed objects but do not protect against falling objects or 

electric shock. (This class is usually manufactured from aluminum and offers no dielectric 

protection).  

 

B: Eye and Face Protection: 

Suitable eye protectors must be provided where there is a potential for injury to the eyes 

for face from flying particles, molten metal, liquid chemicals, acids or caustic liquids, 

chemical gases or vapors, potentially injurious light radiation or a combination of these. 

 

Types of Eye and Face Protection: 

 Safety Glasses 

 Safety Goggles 

 Face Shields 

 Welding Goggles 

 Laser Safety Glasses 

 

   
 

 Selection: 

Each eye, face, or face-and-eye protector is designed for a particular hazard. In selecting 

the protector, consideration should be given to the kind and degree of hazard, and 

protector should be selected on that basis. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Eye and Face Protector Selection Guide: 

Operation Hazards Recommended Protectors 

numbers refer to Fig 1 
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Acetylene-burning, 

acetylene-cutting, 

Acetylene-welding 

Sparks, harmful rays, 

molten metal, flying 

particles. 

7,8,9 

Chemical handling Splash, acid burns, fumes 2,10 (for severe exposure add 10 

over 2) 

Chipping Flying particles 1,3,4,5,6,7A,8A 

Electric (Arc) welding Sparks, intense rays, 

molten metal 

9,11 (11 in combination with 4,5,6 

in tented lenses advisable) 

Furnace operations Glare, heat, molten metal 7,8,9 (for severe exposure add 10) 

Grinding - light Flying particles 1,3,4,5,6,10 

Grinding - heavy Flying particles 1,3,7A,8A (for severe exposure add 

10) 

Laboratory Chemical splash, glass 

breaking 

2 (10 when in combination with 

4,5,6)  

Machining Flying particles 1,3,4,5,6,10 

Molten metal Heat, glare, sparks, splash 7,8 (10 in combination with 4,5,6 in 

tinted lenses) 

Spot welding Flying particles, sparks 1,3,4,5,6,10 

 

 

  

 
 

Table -2  

 

Welding operations Opacity  

Alloy welding  2 
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Yellow copper welding  3 or 4  

Light welding ( till 1/8 inch ) 4 or 5  

Medium welding ( 1/8 – 1/2 inch ) 5 or 6  

Heavy welding ( over 1/2 inch ) 6 or 8  

Light cutting ( till 1 inch ) 3 or 4  

Medium cutting ( 1 – 6 inch )  4 or 5  

Heavy cutting ( over 6 inch )  5 or 6  

 

 

Hearing  Protection: 

 

Hearing protectors shall be made available and shall be worn by all employees exposed to 

an 8-hour TWA of 85 dB or greater. 

 

Hearing protection equipments : 

It's purpose to reduce the noise level to be lower the noise limits allowed in work place . 

Hearing protectors will always have an assigned Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) which 

should be printed on the packaging of each hearing protector. 

NRR is the amount of decibels by which a given device will reduce noise exposure, by 

subtracting the NRR value from the noise exposure levels. 

OSHA requires to subtract 7 from the NRR as a safety factor. 

 

1. Ear Muffs 

It is covering the external ear, making a sound barrier and protect ear from high 

levels of noise where it can reduce it by 15 – 35 dB . 

It is used when noise in work place is 90 – 120 dB . 

 

2. Ear Plugs 

Placed at ear canals and manufactured from plastic or rubber and can reduce the 

noise by 20-30 dB and used for places which have noise of 85 – 115 dB . 

In some places which have a high levels of noise ex. 130 dB ear muffs can be 

used with ear plugs to reduce noise about 50 dB . 
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C: Foot Protection: 

Statistics showed that most of the workers in selected occupations who suffered foot 

injuries were not wearing protective foot-ware.  

 

 

 
 

For protection of feet and legs from falling or rolling objects, sharp objects, molten metal, 

hot surfaces, and wet slippery surfaces, workers should use appropriate foot guards, safety 

shoes, or boots. 

Safety shoes should be sturdy and have an anti-resistant toe. In some shoes, metal insoles 

protect against puncture wounds. 

 

 

D- Respiratory Protection: 

Respiratory protective devices fall into two classes: 

1. Air Purifying Devices 

2. Air Supplying Devices 

 

Air-supplying Devices: 

Air-supplying devices are the class of respirators that provide a respirable atmosphere to 

the wearer, independent of the ambient air ex. Self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA)  

Which provide complete respiratory protection against toxic gases and an oxygen 

deficiency. The wearer is independent of the surrounding atmosphere because he or she is 

breathing with a system that is portable and admits no outside air. 
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Air Purifying Devices: 

The various types of air-purifying devices include: 

 Mechanical-filter cartridge 

 Chemical-cartridge 

 Combination mechanical-filter/chemical-cartridge 

 Gas Masks 

 Powered Air-Purifying Respirators (PAPR) 
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The air-purifying devices cleans the contaminated atmosphere. Chemicals can be used to 

remove specific gases and vapors and mechanical filters can remove particulate matters. 

This type of respirator is limited in its use to those environments where the air 

contaminant level is within the specified concentration limitation of the device. These 

devices do not protect against oxygen deficiency (percentage of oxygen by volume is less 

than 19.5 percent oxygen). 

 

 

Proper Selection: 

Respirators shall be selected on the basis of hazards to which the worker is exposed. In 

selecting the correct respirator for a given circumstance, many factors must be taken into 

consideration: 

 

 The nature of the hazard 

 Location of the hazardous area 

 Employee’s health 

 Work activity 

 Respirator characteristics, capabilities, and limitations. 

 

In order to make subsequent decisions, the nature of the hazard must be identified to 

ensure that an overexposure does not occur. 

One very important factor to consider is oxygen deficiency. Air-purifying respirators can 

be used only at atmospheres containing greater than 19.5 percent oxygen. 

 

Training and Fitting: 

The user must be instructed and trained in the selection, use and maintenance of 

respirators. Every respirator user shall receive fitting instructions including demonstrations 

and practice in how the respirator should be worn, how to adjust it, and how to determine 

if it fits properly. 

 

Fit Testing: 
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Fit testing is done to find both a style and a size of respirator that fits the individual best 

and is most comfortable. There are two types of fit testing: Quantitative fit testing and 

qualitative fit testing. 

 

Field Testing: 

Once the fit test has been performed and a respirator selected, the user should perform 

“field tests” on his respirator each time before entering the toxic atmosphere. These consist 

of both a negative-pressure test and a positive-pressure test. 

These tests apply to respirators with either a cartridge, canister, or filter. 

 

Negative-Pressure Test: 

In this test, the user closes off the inlet of the canister, cartridge(s), or filter(s) by covering 

with palm(s) or squeezing the breathing tube; inhales gently so that the facepiece collapses 

slightly; and holds the breath for about 10 seconds. If the facepiece remains slightly 

collapsed and no inward leakage is detected, the respirator is probably tight enough. 

 
 

Positive-Pressure Test: 

The positive-pressure test is conducted by closing off the exhalation valve and exhaling 

gently into the facepiece. The fit is considered satisfactory if slight positive pressure can 

be built up inside the facepiece without any evidence of outward leakage. 

 

 
 

 

Medical considerations : 

The workers who must use respirators according to job nature must make a medical 

examination to eliminate individuals who are suffering from ( chronic respiratory system 

diseases – cardiac diseases – difficult breathing diseases – hearing weakness ) . 

Doctor specify the individuals who can use respirators and others who can not according 

to the medical examination . 

 

 

Cleaning and storage of respirators : 
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- Disassembly the respirator parts and wash it with detergents, hot water and brush 

then wash the parts with cold water, after that leave the parts to be dried in a clean 

and dry place . 

- Don't use organic solvents in washing because it can damage the plastic parts . 

- Be sure it is washed well with water and no traces of soap exists because it may 

make irritation to the user . 

- Storage of respirators is done in a clean place for saving from dirt and dusts . 

- After washing respirators keep them in a sealable plastic bags . 

 

 

E- Safety belts and life line : 

They are used while working at heights for workers safety, also now using the parachute 

belts instead of regular belts . 

In case of confined spaces working use a safety harness and life line for getting the worker 

outside in a straight position which eliminate injuries in emergencies . 

   

 

 

 
 

 

F- Hand Protection: 

Employees are required to use appropriate hand protection when their hands are exposed 

to hazards such as: 

 Absorption of harmful substances. 

 Severe cuts or lacerations. 

 Severe abrasions. 

 Punctures. 

 Chemical burns. 

 Thermal burns. 

 Harmful temperature extremes (cold/heat). 

 

Kinds of Protective Gloves: 
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Gloves made from a wide variety of materials are designed for virtually every workplace 

hazard. They may be divided into groups as the following : 

1- Metal Mesh, Leather, or Canvas Gloves: 

Sturdy gloves made from metal mesh, leather, or canvas provide protection against cuts, 

burns, and sustained heat. 

 
 

2- Chemical-and Liquid-Resistance Gloves: 

Gloves made of rubber (latex, nitrile, or butyl), plastic, or synthetic rubber-like material 

such as neoprene protect workers from burns, irritation, and dermatitis caused by contact 

with oils, greases, solvents, and other chemicals. The use of rubber gloves also reduces the 

risk of exposure to blood and other potentially infectious substances. Some common 

gloves used for chemical protection are described below. (In addition table 4 rates various 

gloves as protectors against specific chemicals.) 

 

 
 

3- Heat resistance Gloves: 

These gloves provide protection against heat like steam pipes and hot glassware in 

laboratories or welding operations . 

 
  
 

G- Body protection : 

Overalls and aprons are used at working near machines or in workshops . 

Plastic safety suits and coats are used for body protection against chemicals like acids and 

bases . 
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Case of Oil Spilling 

 

 Sand should be spread over oils to prevent oils from being spread. 

 That sand should be collected in any safe packets. 

 “Dangerous Residuals” should be written on packets. 

 Get rid of these packets with the other litters of the place. 
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Waste management  

 
Purpose : -1 

Making a system to collect , classify and dispose of wastes . 

 

Range : -2 

All wastes that produced by working in all activities of the company . 

 

Responsibility : -3 

Responsibility of every working site manager . 

 

Forms : -4 

Waste trucks are recorded by security person at the exit area and storing places 

of the company . 

 

Definitions : -5 

         5.1- Dangerous wastes : 

          It is all types of wastes that affect on working site and  

          surrounding environment safety ( used oils – residual  

          paints – residual thinner – odorant drums – residual  

          kerosene – batteries – printing inks empty cans ,…etc.) 

 

         5.2- Liquid wastes : 

          It is including the cooling liquids of screwing & lathing  

          Machines 

 

         5.3- Solid wastes : 

          It is including ( scrap – wood – paper – residual steel         

          residual pipes – used tyres – residual digging & civil  

          works – organic substances ,…….etc. ) 

 

Steps : -6 

        a- Dangerous wastes : 

         - It's collected in convenient containers & prepared by  

           convenient method . 

         - The dangerous waste containers are collected to a  
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            specified place by the responsible person till it's disposal. 

 

         - Dangerous wastes are disposed according to the  

            following : 

            * Used oils are sent to company storing place and  

               disposed by selling . 

            * Batteries are sent to company storing place and  

               disposed by selling . 

            * Empty cans of ( paints – thinner – kerosene ) are  

               disposed by a waste contractor . 

            * Residual kerosene is reused in pipes washing works . 

            * Cans of printing inks are disposed by sending it back  

                 to the supplier . 

              

        b- Liquid wastes : 

            - Collected in convenient containers and marked then  

               sent to company storing place prepared to be disposed 

               by selling . 

 

        c- Solid wastes : 

            - The wastes of ( residual pipes – scrap – wood – tyres – 

               empty drums – residual steel ) are sent to company  

                storing place and disposed by selling . 

            - The wastes of human activities , administrative  

               buildings and activities are collected by a contractor  

               and disposed by government . 

            - Gas odorant empty drums are chemically treated and 

               collected in company storing place, prepared to  

              dispose it . 
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Alcohols and Drugs 

- It's forbidden for all Regas employees to have any type of alcohols or drugs 

while working . 

- Also it's forbidden for all contractor, sub-contractor workers to have any type of 

alcohols or drugs while working . 

- It's not allowed for any worker ( Regas, contractor, or sub-contractor ) to enter 

the working site if he is found under the effect of alcohols or drugs . 

- A periodic analysis is done for all drivers to be sure they are not under the 

effect of alcohols or drugs while driving . 

- All personnel who don't obey the above statements will be punished according 

to local law of labor no. 12 for 2003 . 
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Learning the operation & how to use the extinguishing 

Equipment  

 

Industrial Safety Responsibilities : 

 Co-ordination & Co-operation with different sections to know the sight demand 

from the suitable extinguishing equipment . 

 Maintenance & ordering of the fire extinguishers to facilitate its use in 

emergency cases. 

 Checking that all workers are trained how to use fire extinguishers with their 

different types. 

 Fixing fire extinguishers against the walls by special holders. 

 Supplying suitable warning devices. 

 Inspecting fire extinguishers periodically refilling the empty & repairing the 

defected ones immediately. 

 Informing workers of fire hazards & checking the safety of the sight at the end 

of each working day. 

 In case of using any fire extinguisher, industrial safety should be informed at 

once with a written report indicating fire circumstances or the reason of the fire 

extinguisher being used. 

 

Precautions against fire : 

 Supplying a suitable manual or automatic warning device to fasten evacuating 

the place from workers in case of fire or any danger. 
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 Supplying good communication between the different work sections at sight as 

wells as between the management & the public fire fighting locations to call 

them in case of any fire or any sudden danger. 

 Never doing any works that result in existing a flame or high temperature in any 

flammable or explosable buildings like wood or plastic unless their walls & 

ceilings are lined with thermal insulating materials. 

 Operations resulting in existing a flame or high temperature should take place 

in separate places away from working or storing places of flammable or 

explosable materials in addition to supplying suitable extinguishing device. 

 Flammable or explosable materials such as fuels or burning materials should be 

kept in suitable stores & preferably to be lower than ground level & to have 

strong, tough and hard walls & ceilings and to be anti-explosion and thermally 

insulated, well ventilated to allow lowering the temperature inside the store as 

well as to decrease the concentration of gases & vapors that could be dangerous 

for either human health or from being flammable or even for both reasons. 

 Classification of materials inside the stores & its proper organization & 

supplying suitable methods to load it & to transport or move it & prevention of 

mixing chemical materials that can react with each other & avoid it being 

spilled on the ground. 

 Well organization of materials inside the store to avoid falling, breaking or 

spilling of materials or their containers. 

 Electric key switches of stores of flammable materials should be located outside 

the store & if necessary to be inside the store, then it should be anti-spark type 

(oil key switch). 

 Choose the suitable  method to get rid of the work residuals or litters whether it 

is solid, liquid or gaseous to avoid any probability of fire, explosion or any 

health hazards to anyone of the workers. 
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 Earthing of any electrical devices or any materials may contain any static 

charges is a must. 

 Do not use shoes with nails from below or to hammer with any metallic 

instruments that could lead to spark inside places that may contain any 

flammable or explosive vapors or gases. 

 Water pipes, gas pipes or electric cables should be buried underground & to be 

covered properly to protect them against fracture, fire or being spoilt in addition 

to the electric switch keys to be placed outside working area for the easy control 

of switching off electricity or shutting down gas or water. 

 Lighting should have separate electric cables than cables of machines & 

equipment in order to be capable of switching off electricity without cutting off 

lights to facilitate the exit of workers in case of any emergency. 

 Presence of adequate isles between machines & in the stores to facilitate the 

movement of persons & materials and also to facilitate exit of persons on any 

emergency case as well as reaching fire fighting equipment to any place. 

 Presence of adequate entering & exit doors free from any obstacles & at the 

ground level and to put clear marks showing the leading ways to the nearest 

exits in case of any fire or emergency at workplace. 

 Presence of reserve ladders for workers at higher floors to use them in getting 

down in case of any fire in the building or in the main stairs. 

Vehicles & Equipment Extinguishers : 

 Industrial Safety has to determine type & capacity of extinguishers required for 

every vehicle or equipment. 

 Stores have to issue extinguishers to vehicles & equipment drivers as a personal 

compact responsibility. 
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 Co-ordination between stores, industrial safety, workshop & repairs to follow 

up the company demands from various types & capacities of vehicles & 

equipment fire extinguishers. 

 Vehicle’s or equipment’s driver has to check the presence & good condition of 

extinguisher when being delivered his vehicle or equipment. 

 The driver has to introduce a written report to the industrial safety in case of 

using a fire extinguisher indicating the reason for which it was used. 

 Industrial safety has to refill used extinguishers taking the followed regulations. 

 In case of loosing an extinguisher, the driver has to introduce a written report 

indicating the reason of loosing the extinguisher to the industrial safety who has 

to replace him with another extinguisher immediately. 

 Training of the drivers is the responsibility of the industrial safety to show them 

how to use fire extinguishers in the vehicle or equipment. 

 Periodical inspection on vehicles & equipment is done by the industrial safety 

to check the condition of fire extinguishers. 

 Adequate stock of fire extinguishers with various types & capacities used by the 

company and indicated by the industrial safety is the responsibility of the stores 

to cover the demands of the new vehicles & equipment. 

 Stores has to inform the industrial safety of the movement of fire extinguishers 

updately. 
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First aids 
 

1- the undesired persons must stay a way from the patient . 

2- observe the breathing is not stopped . 

3- call the police immediately in case of injury . 

4- call the doctor immediately in case of injury . 

5- prepare all the needed staff for first aid like bandages,….etc. 

6- you must cool down the patient from the nervous shock . 

7- In case of complete unconsciousness – leave the patient till doctor is came , 

taking into account warming him . ( the reason may be from poisonous food, 

brain bleeding, metal poisoning, or increased glucose in blood in case of 

diabetic patient or may be decreased glucose in blood after taking a large dose 

of insulin – you must observe the patient breathing ) .    

8- inspect the patient physically and aid him as : 

a- record the injury date , ask him if he can be asked , a physical inspection 

must be done accurately , and if he in a complete unconsciousness which 

doesn't represent the patient is dead or a life, he must be treated as a life 

till the opposite is verified . 

b- in bleeding cases you must working on stopping that bleeding by all 

available methods . 

c- in case of bone brake – the patient is aided by temporary          

d- take care with patient suffering from nervous shock , give him hot drinks 

and warm him . 

e- transportation of the patient to the nearest hospital must be done . 

 
 

Snake bites :  
Symptoms : 

   Blood accumulation in the infected organ – unclear vision – inflammation – diarrhea – 

swatting – headache – increased temperature – vomiting . 

 

Cure :  

1- you must know the type of biting animal to know how to treat the bite . 

2- tight up the infected organ upper the bitted area but take care that tighten is not 

affecting the blood stream . the aim of that tighten is to decrease the poison entering 

the body till taking the proper medicine . 

3- observe the patient till going to the hospital . 
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call a clinic : 

you must ask help in case any one is exposed to snake bite and you think it may be toxic, 

specially when the symptoms appeared , also you must know the time factor is very 

important and call emergency for preparing poison treatment unit till the patient reaches it 

. 

 

First aid : 

1- try to cool down the patient and make the infected organ down the heart to decrease 

the flow of poison to another parts of body . 

2- if you have a pipette like ( soyer ) you can use it as stated in the manufacturer 

instructions . 

3- release any rings or accessories because infected organ may be swelled . 

4- if the infected organ is colored or swelled the snake often to be poisonous . 

5- observe the patient biological indicators such as temperature, breathing, blood 

pressure, ….etc.  

6- call a doctor immediately . 

7- fetch the dead snake if that wouldn't risk you to injury and don't try to hunt a life 

snake . be careful of snake head it can bite even if it's dead till an hour from it's 

dieing . 

 

Safety : 

- even if most snakes are not of poisoning type you must avoid touching or playing 

with snakes . 

- several serious bites happened when the person him self is reacting with snakes on 

purpose . 

- when you are coming to an area which you know that may have a snake you must 

wear a long shoes and pants . 

- avoid the snakes hiding places like trees branches , under rocks , ….etc.  

- a small knocking with a stick you can do before entering unknown area thus snakes 

will avoid you . 

 

note: not all types of snake bites need the antitoxins and don't take any antitoxin unless 

from the qualified clinic , also if you have the antitoxin take it with the patient to the 

doctor because antitoxin may be very harmful . 

 

In case of snake bites or suspect snake bites you must call 123 immediately or transport 

the patient to hospital . 

Note : every site manager must search about nearest hospital that has the antitoxins of 

snake bites . 
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Followed procedures in case of work site injury 
 

 the work supervisory ( engineer or foreman ) fill the injury form and transport 

the patient to the nearest public hospital or nearest medication center 

specified by the company for making first aid if he can be transported and if 

not you must call an ambulance to transport him . 

 the injury form must be sent to HSE department . 

 HSE officer will make the work related injury documentations . 

 The patient must go to the work related injuries center in the health insurance 

facility . 

 A copy of work related injury document will be sent to police station for 

recording . 

 The HSE department must be informed about the treatment finishing of the 

patient . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


